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SE Social-Emotional Development 5: Social-Emotional Development
3 to 4 Years
1.0 Self-Awareness SE1 Self-Awareness and Self-Concept

1.1 Describe their physical characteristics, behavior, and
abilities positively.

SE1.1(3) Describes self by things they can do and things
they have; begins to understand being a part of their
family or a classroom; knows and can say first and last
name
SE1.3(3) Shows awareness of ability to do many things
and interest in work of others; begins to clean up
work/play space with adult prompting

2.0 Self-Regulation SE4 Self-Regulation
2.1 Need adult guidance in managing their attention,
feelings, and impulses and show some effort at self-
control.

SE4.1(3) Demonstrates increasing self-direction,
independence, and control; calms self with minimal adult
support; increasingly handles transitions appropriately

3.0 Social and Emotional Understanding SE1 Self-Awareness and Self-Concept, SE3 Feelings
and Emotions, SE4 Self-Regulation

3.1 Seek to understand people's feelings and behavior,
notice diversity in human characteristics, and are
interested in how people are similar and different.

SE1.1(4) Recognizes similarities and differences
between self and others; (gender, cultural identity, self
and family characteristics); develops positive self-image;
knows and can say first, middle, and last name
SE3.1(3) Acknowledges various emotions and feelings
of others; may offer to help meet the needs of others

4.0 Empathy and Caring SE3 Feelings and Emotions, SE4 Self-Regulation
4.1 Demonstrate concern for the needs of others and
people in distress.

SE3.1(3) Acknowledges various emotions and feelings
of others; may offer to help meet the needs of others

5.0 Initiative in Learning

AL1 Curiosity, Initiative, and Risk-Taking, AL2
Creative Thinking, Problem-Solving, Reasoning, AL3
Attention, Engagement, and Persistence, SE1
Self-Awareness and Self-Concept, SE2 Trust and
Relationships

5.1 Enjoy learning and are confident in their abilities to
make new discoveries although may not persist at
solving difficult problems.

SE1.3(3) Shows awareness of ability to do many things
and interest in work of others; begins to clean up
work/play space with adult prompting



AL1.1(3) Shows a willingness to participate; shows
eagerness to join play events, experiments, and exploring
activities; tries new activities independently
AL2.2(3) Asks more complex questions for clarification
to seek meaningful information; makes comparisons
among objects and groups; explores cause/effect
relationships and varies action to change the reaction

1.0 Interactions with Familiar Adults SE2 Trust and Relationships

1.1 Interact with familiar adults comfortÂ−ably and
competently, especially in familiar settings.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance

2.0 Interactions with Peers CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination, SE2 Trust and
Relationships

2.1 Interact easily with peers in shared activities that
occasionally become cooperative efforts.

SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

2.2 Participate in simple sequences of pretend play.

CA4.1(3) Participates in creative dramatic play and
make believe across learning domains
SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

2.3 Seek assistance in resolving peer conflict, especially
when disagreeÂ−ments have escalated into physical
aggression.

SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

3.0 Group Participation SE2 Trust and Relationships, SE3 Feelings and
Emotions

3.1 Participate in group activities and are beginning to
understand and cooperÂ−ate with social expectations,
group rules, and roles.

SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

4.0 Cooperation and Responsibility



SE2 Trust and Relationships, SE3 Feelings and
Emotions

4.1 Seek to cooperate with adult instrucÂ−tions but their
capacities for self-control are limited, especially when
they are frustrated or upset.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance
SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

1.0 Attachments to Parents SE2 Trust and Relationships

1.1 Seek security and support from their primary family
attachment figures.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance

1.2 Contribute to maintaining positive relationships with
their primary family attachment figures.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance

1.3 After experience with out-of-home care, manage
departures and separaÂ−tions from primary family
attachment figures with the teacher's assistance.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance

2.0 Close Relationships with Teachers and Caregivers SE2 Trust and Relationships

2.1 Seek security and support from their primary teachers
and caregivers.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance
SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers

2.2 Contribute to maintaining positive relationships with
their primary teachers and caregivers.

SE2.1(3) Interacts comfortably with familiar adults;
engages in interactions with less familiar adults; accepts
guidance

3.0 Friendships SE2 Trust and Relationships

3.1 Choose to play with one or two special peers whom
they identify as friends.

SE2.2(3) Interacts with one or more children; develops
special friendships; participates in group song, dance,
acting/role-play; uses play to explore and practice social
roles and relationships; seeks and accepts adult help to
solve conflicts with peers



4 to 5 Years
1.0 Self-Awareness SE1 Self-Awareness and Self-Concept

1.1 Compare their characteristics with those of others
and display a growÂ−ing awareness of their
psychological characteristics, such as thoughts and
feelings.

SE1.1(4) Recognizes similarities and differences
between self and others; (gender, cultural identity, self
and family characteristics); develops positive self-image;
knows and can say first, middle, and last name
SE1.3(4) Shows confidence of self as having certain
abilities; displays interest and respect for the work of
others; exhibits increasing awareness of own character
traits; takes pride in cleaning up work/play space
independently

2.0 Self-Regulation SE4 Self-Regulation

2.1 Regulate their attention, thoughts, feelings, and
impulses more conÂ−sistently, although adult guidance
is sometimes necessary.

SE4.1(4) Manages own behavior and shows
age-appropriate self-regulation; calms self and shares
strategies with others; considers social standards of
environment before responding to emotions or actions of
others

3.0 Social and Emotional Understanding SE1 Self-Awareness and Self-Concept, SE3 Feelings
and Emotions, SE4 Self-Regulation

3.1 Begin to comprehend the mental and psychological
reasons people act as they do and how they contribute to
differences between people.

SE1.1(4) Recognizes similarities and differences
between self and others; (gender, cultural identity, self
and family characteristics); develops positive self-image;
knows and can say first, middle, and last name
SE3.2(4) Recognizes and describes a wide range of
emotions in self and others; provides reasoning for
feelings and problem-solving strategies for dealing with
negative emotions
SE4.1(4) Manages own behavior and shows
age-appropriate self-regulation; calms self and shares
strategies with others; considers social standards of
environment before responding to emotions or actions of
others

4.0 Empathy and Caring SE3 Feelings and Emotions, SE4 Self-Regulation

4.1 Respond to another's distress and needs with
sympathetic caring and are more likely to assist.

SE3.1(4) Shows empathy and caring to others; responds
to others emotions appropriately
SE4.1(4) Manages own behavior and shows
age-appropriate self-regulation; calms self and shares
strategies with others; considers social standards of
environment before responding to emotions or actions of
others



5.0 Initiative in Learning

AL1 Curiosity, Initiative, and Risk-Taking, AL2
Creative Thinking, Problem-Solving, Reasoning, AL3
Attention, Engagement, and Persistence, SE1
Self-Awareness and Self-Concept, SE2 Trust and
Relationships

5.1 Take greater initiative in making new discoveries,
identifying new solutions, and persisting in trying to
figure things out.

AL1.1(4) Welcomes play experiences and shows
creativity and inventiveness; demonstrates
inquisitiveness about subjects and objects
AL2.3(4) Uses new strategies to solve a problem;
generates ideas and selects/explains best solution; makes
a plan before beginning a task and follows through
AL3.1(4) Works at a task despite problems, distractions,
or interruptions; completes reasonable tasks or stays
engaged; works independently and seeks help when
needed

1.0 Interactions with Familiar Adults SE2 Trust and Relationships

1.1 Participate in longer and more reciprocal interactions
with familiar adults and take greater initiative in social
interaction.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.
SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

2.0 Interactions with Peers CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination, SE2 Trust and
Relationships

2.1 More actively and intentionally cooperate with each
other.

SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive
language; offers and seeks help from peers

2.2 Create more complex sequences of pretend play that
involve planning, coordination of roles, and cooperation.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality
SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive



language; offers and seeks help from peers

2.3 Negotiate with each other, seeking adult assistance
when needed, and increasingly use words to respond to
conflict. Disagreements may be expressed with verbal
taunting in addition to physical aggression.

SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive
language; offers and seeks help from peers

3.0 Group Participation SE2 Trust and Relationships, SE3 Feelings and
Emotions

3.1 Participate positively and cooperaÂ−tively as group
members.

SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive
language; offers and seeks help from peers

4.0 Cooperation and Responsibility SE2 Trust and Relationships, SE3 Feelings and
Emotions

4.1 Have growing capacities for self-control and are
motivated to cooperÂ−ate in order to receive adult
approval and think approvingly of themselves.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults
SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive
language; offers and seeks help from peers

1.0 Attachments to Parents SE2 Trust and Relationships

1.1 Take greater initiative in seeking support from their
primary family attachment figures.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

1.2 Contribute to positive mutual cooperÂ−ation with
their primary family attachÂ−ment figures.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

1.3 After experience with out-of-home care, comfortably
depart from their primary family attachment figures.
Also maintain well-being while apart from primary
family attachment figures during the day.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

2.0 Close Relationships with Teachers and Caregivers SE2 Trust and Relationships



2.1 Take greater initiative in seeking the support of their
primary teachers and caregivers.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

2.2 Contribute to positive mutual cooperÂ−ation with
their primary teachers and caregivers.

SE2.1(4) Seeks help, approval, or information from a
widening group of adults in trusted roles; uses socially
appropriate behavior with adults

3.0 Friendships SE2 Trust and Relationships

3.1 Friendships are more reciprocal, exclusive, and
enduring.

SE2.2(4) Begins to participate as a member of a group;
takes turns and shares; sustains interaction by helping,
cooperating, expressing interest; plays cooperatively
with others; resolves some conflicts, uses constructive
language; offers and seeks help from peers

LL Language and Literacy 1: Language/Literacy
3 to 4 Years

1.0 Language Use and Conventions L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

1.1 Use language to communicate with others in familiar
social situations for a variety of basic purposes, including
describing, requesting, commenting, acknowledging,
greeting, and rejecting.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.

1.2 Speak clearly enough to be underÂ−stood by familiar
adults and children.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.

1.3 Use accepted language and style during
communication with familiar adults and children.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.
L2.2(3) Converses with a rapidly expanding vocabulary;
understands words and meanings from growing number
of topics and learning domains; demonstrates
understanding of some opposite concepts.
L2.3(3) Communicates in expanding sentences; uses
grammar rules that are age-appropriate.



1.4 Use language to construct short narratives that are
real or fictional.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.
L2.3(3) Communicates in expanding sentences; uses
grammar rules that are age-appropriate.

2.0 Vocabulary L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

2.1 Understand and use accepted words for objects,
actions, and attributes encountered frequently in both
real and symbolic contexts.

L2.2(3) Converses with a rapidly expanding vocabulary;
understands words and meanings from growing number
of topics and learning domains; demonstrates
understanding of some opposite concepts.

2.2 Understand and use accepted words for categories of
objects encountered and used frequently in everyday life.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.
L2.2(3) Converses with a rapidly expanding vocabulary;
understands words and meanings from growing number
of topics and learning domains; demonstrates
understanding of some opposite concepts.

2.3 Understand and use simple words that describe the
relations between objects.

L2.1(3) Speaks more clearly and is understood by most
familiar adults; asks simple questions to extend
conversation; begins to use some verbal and nonverbal
conversational rules; listens to and repeats words in
world languages and sign language.
L2.2(3) Converses with a rapidly expanding vocabulary;
understands words and meanings from growing number
of topics and learning domains; demonstrates
understanding of some opposite concepts.

3.0 Grammar L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

3.1 Understand and use increasingly complex and longer
sentences, including sentences that combine two phrases
or two to three concepts to communicate ideas.

L2.3(3) Communicates in expanding sentences; uses
grammar rules that are age-appropriate.

3.2 Understand and typically use age-appropriate
grammar, including accepted word forms, such as
subject-verb agreement, progressive tense, regular past
tense, regular plurals, pronouns, and possessives.

L2.3(3) Communicates in expanding sentences; uses
grammar rules that are age-appropriate.



1.0 Concepts about Print L3 Foundational Reading

1.1 Begin to display appropriate book-handling
behaviors and begin to recognize print conventions.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).

1.2 Recognize print as something that can be read.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).

3.0 Alphabetics and Word/Print Recognition L3 Foundational Reading, L4 Writing

3.1 Recognize the first letter of own name.

L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

3.2 Match some letter names to their printed form.

L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

4.0 Comprehension and Analysis of Age-Appropriate
Text L3 Foundational Reading

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge of main characters or events
in a familiar story (e.g., who, what, where) through
answering questions (e.g., recall and simple inferencing),
retelling, reenacting, or creating artwork.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.

4.2 Demonstrate knowledge from informational text
through labeling, describing, playing, or creating
artwork.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies



cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.

5.0 Literacy Interest and Response L3 Foundational Reading, L4 Writing

5.1 Demonstrate enjoyment of literacy and
literacy-related activities.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.

5.2 Engage in routines associated with litÂ−eracy
activities.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.

1.0 Writing Strategies L4 Writing

1.1 Experiment with grasp and body position using a
variety of drawing and writing tools.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).
PD3.3(3) Uses tools requiring small muscle dexterity
(crayons, markers, scissors to cut straight lines, eating
utensils)

1.2 Write using scribbles that are different from pictures. L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,



copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.3 Write marks to represent own name.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

4 to 5 Years

1.0 Language Use and Conventions L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

1.1 Use language to communicate with others in both
familiar and unfamiliar social situations for a variety of
basic and advanced purposes, including reasoning,
predicting, problem solvÂ−ing, and seeking new
information.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.

1.2 Speak clearly enough to be understood by both
familiar and unfamiliar adults and children.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.

1.3 Use accepted language and style during
communication with both familiar and unfamiliar adults
and children.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.
L2.2(4) Demonstrates understanding and use of rapidly
expanding vocabulary, including language of specific
learning domains and more abstract concepts; identifies
word pairs that describe opposite concepts.
L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of
grammar.



1.4 Use language to construct extended narratives that
are real or fictional.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.
L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of
grammar.

2.0 Vocabulary L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

2.1 Understand and use an increasing variety and
specificity of accepted words for objects, actions, and
attributes encountered in both real and symbolic
contexts.

L2.2(4) Demonstrates understanding and use of rapidly
expanding vocabulary, including language of specific
learning domains and more abstract concepts; identifies
word pairs that describe opposite concepts.
L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of
grammar.

2.2 Understand and use accepted words for categories of
objects encountered in everyday life.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.
L2.2(4) Demonstrates understanding and use of rapidly
expanding vocabulary, including language of specific
learning domains and more abstract concepts; identifies
word pairs that describe opposite concepts.

2.3 Understand and use both simple and complex words
that describe the relations between objects.

L2.1(4) Speaks clearly and is understood by most
familiar and unfamiliar adults; initiates asking questions
and responds in conversation with others; shares
opinions, experiences, and ideas with others; uses most
verbal and nonverbal conversational rules appropriately;
listens to, repeats, and recalls words expressed in world
languages and sign language.
L2.2(4) Demonstrates understanding and use of rapidly
expanding vocabulary, including language of specific
learning domains and more abstract concepts; identifies
word pairs that describe opposite concepts.
L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of



grammar.

3.0 Grammar L2 Expressive Language (Speaking), L3 Foundational
Reading

3.1 Understand and use increasingly complex and longer
sentences, including sentences that combine two to three
phrases or three to four concepts to communicate ideas.

L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of
grammar.

3.2 Understand and typically use age-appropriate
grammar, including accepted word forms, such as
subject-verb agreement, progresÂ−sive tense, regular
and irregular past tense, regular and irregular plurals,
pronouns, and possessives.

L2.3(4) Connects phrases and sentences to build ideas;
speaks in complex sentences using some correct rules of
grammar.

1.0 Concepts about Print L3 Foundational Reading

1.1 Display appropriate book-handling behaviors and
knowledge of print conventions.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).

1.2 Understand that print is something that is read and
has specific meaning.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table
of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).

2.0 Phonological Awareness L3 Foundational Reading
2.1 Orally blend and delete words and syllables without
the support of pictures or objects.

L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning



sound).
L3.3(4) Exhibits age-appropriate phonological awareness
(combines syllables to make a word, combines words to
make compound words, associate sounds with letters and
words, recognizes alliteration and words that rhyme).

2.2 Orally blend the onsets, rimes, and phonemes of
words and orally delete the onsets of words, with the
support of pictures or objects.

L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).
L3.3(4) Exhibits age-appropriate phonological awareness
(combines syllables to make a word, combines words to
make compound words, associate sounds with letters and
words, recognizes alliteration and words that rhyme).

3.0 Alphabetics and Word/Print Recognition L3 Foundational Reading, L4 Writing

3.1 Recognize own name or other common words in
print.

L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

3.2 Match more than half of uppercase letter names and
more than half of lowercase letter names to their printed
form.

L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

3.3 Begin to recognize that letters have sounds.

L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

4.0 Comprehension and Analysis of Age-Appropriate
Text L3 Foundational Reading

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge of details in a familiar story,
including characÂ−ters, events, and ordering of events
through answering questions (particularly summarizing,

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from



predicting, and inferencing), retelling, reenacting, or
creating artwork.

memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table
of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).

4.2 Use information from informational text in a variety
of ways, including describing, relating, categorizing, or
comparing and contrasting.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table
of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).

5.0 Literacy Interest and Response L3 Foundational Reading, L4 Writing

5.1 Demonstrate, with increasing independence,
enjoyment of literacy and literacy-related activities.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).

5.2 Engage in more complex routines associated with
literacy activities.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table



of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).

1.0 Writing Strategies L4 Writing

1.1 Adjust grasp and body position for increased control
in drawing and writing.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.
PD3.3(4) Uses tools that require strength and dexterity of
small muscles with moderate control (holds scissors
correctly to cut shapes and curved lines; controls use of
writing, drawing, art tools, and art/craft media; uses
spray bottles, paper punch)

1.2 Write letters or letter-like shapes to represent words
or ideas.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.

1.3 Write first name nearly correctly.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.

EL English-Language Development 1: Language/Literacy, 9: Dual Language Learners
1.0 Children listen with understanding.
1.0 Children use nonverbal and verbal strategies to
communicate with others.

1.0 Listening DL1 Receptive Language (Listening and
Understanding)

1.1 Attend to English oral language in both real and
pretend activity, relying on intonation, facial expressions,
or the gestures of the speaker.

DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud

1.1 Demonstrate underÂ−standing of words in English
for objects and actions as well as phrases encountered
frequently in both real and pretend activity.

DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in
rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud
DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and



responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others

1.1 Begin to demonstrate an understanding of a larger set
of words in English (for objects and actions, personal
pronouns, and possesÂ−sives) in both real and pretend
activity.

DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and
responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others

1.2 Begin to follow simple directions in English,
especially when there are contextual cues.

DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud
DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in
rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud

1.2 Respond appropriately to requests involving one step
when personÂ−ally directed by others, which may occur
with or without contextual cues.

DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in
rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud
DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and
responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others

1.2 Follow directions that involve a one- or two-step
sequence, relying less on contextual cues.

DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and
responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others

1.3 Demonstrate an understanding of words related to
basic and advanced conÂ−cepts in the home language
that are appropriate for the age (as reported by parents,
teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance of an
interpreter if necessary).

DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud
DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in
rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud

1.3 Begin to demonstrate an understanding of words in
English related to basic concepts.

DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in



rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud

1.3 Demonstrate an understanding of words in English
related to more advanced concepts.

DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and
responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others

2.0 Speaking DL2 Expressive Language (Speaking Second
Language)

1.1 Use nonverbal comÂ−munication, such as gestures
or behaviors, to seek attention, request objects, or initiate
a response from others.

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

1.1 Combine nonverÂ−bal and some verbal
communication to be understood by others (may codeÂ−
switchâ��that is, use the home language and
Englishâ��and use teleÂ−graphic and/or formulaic
speech).

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.1 Show increasing reliance on verbal communication
in English to be underÂ−stood by others.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.2 Use vocabulary in the home language that is
age-appropriate (as reported by parents, teachers,
assistants, or others and with the assistance of an
interÂ−preter if necessary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

1.2 Begin to use English vocabulary, mainly consisting
of concrete nouns and with some verbs and pronouns
(telegraphic speech).

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.2 Use new English vocabulary to share knowledge of
concepts.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;



listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.3 Converse in the home language (as reported by
parents, teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance
of an interpreter if necessary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

1.3 Begin to converse with others, using English
vocabulary but may code-switch (i.e., use the home
language and English).

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.3 Sustain a conversation in English about a variety of
topics.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.4 Use a range of utterÂ−ance lengths in the home
language that is age-appropriate (as reported by parents,
teachers, assistants, or others, with the assisÂ−tance of
an interpreter if necessary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

1.4 Use two- and threeÂ− word utterances in English to
communicate.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.4 Increase utterance length in English by adding
appropriate possessive pronouns (e.g., his, her);
conjunctions (e.g., and, or); or other elements (e.g.,
adjectives, adverbs).

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.5 Use age-appropriate grammar in the home language
(e.g., plurals; simple past tense; use of subject, verb,
obÂ−ject), sometimes with errors (as reported by
parents, teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance
of an interpreter if necesÂ−sary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases



1.5 Begin to use some English grammatical markers
(e.g., -ing or plural -s) and, at times, apply the rules of
grammar of the home language to English.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.5 Expand the use of different forms of grammar in
English (e.g., plurals; simple past tense; use of subject,
verb and object), sometimes with errors.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.6 Ask a variety of types of questions (e.g., "what,"
"why," "how," "when," and "where") in the home
language (as reported by parÂ−ents, teachers,
assisÂ−tants, or others, with the assistance of an
interpreter if necesÂ−sary.

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.6 Begin to use "what" and "why" questions in English,
sometimes with errors.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.6 Begin to use "what," "why," "how," "when," and
"where" quesÂ−tions in more comÂ−plete forms in
English, sometimes with errors.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

2.1 Use social conventions of the home language (as
reported by teachers, parents, assistants, or others, with
the assistance of an interpreter if necessary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases



2.1 Demonstrate a beginning underÂ−standing of
English social conventions.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

2.1 Appropriately use words and tone of voice associated
with social convenÂ−tions in English.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

3.1 Create a narrative in the home language (as reported
by parents, teachers, assistants, or others, with the
assisÂ−tance of an interpreter if necessary).

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

3.1 Begin to use English to talk about personal
experiences; may complete a narrative in the home
language while using some English (i.e., codeÂ−
switching).

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

3.1 Produce simple narratives in English that are real or
fictional.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

3.0 Reading

DL1 Receptive Language (Listening and
Understanding), DL2 Expressive Language (Speaking
Second Language), L2 Expressive Language
(Speaking), L3 Foundational Reading

1.1 Attend to an adult reading a short storybook written
in the home language or a storybook written in English if
the story has been read in the home language.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure



(beginning, middle, end).
DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud

1.1 Begin to participate in reading activities, using books
written in English when the language is predictable.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.1 Participate in reading activities, using a variÂ−ety of
genres that are written in English (e.g., poetry, fairy
tales, concept books, and informational books).

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

1.2 "Read" familiar books written in the home language
or in EngÂ−lish when encouraged by others and, in the
home language, talk about the books.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud

1.2 Choose to "read" familiar books written in the home
language or in English with increasÂ−ing independence
and, in the home language or in English, talk about the
books.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies



cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

1.2 Choose to "read" familiar books written in English
with increasing independence and talk about the books in
English.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

2.1 Begin to identify and relate to a story from their own
life experiÂ−ences in the home language (as reported by
parents, teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance
of an interpreter if necessary).

DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud
L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.

2.1 Describe their own experiences related to the topic of
the story, using telegraphic and/or formulaic speech in
English.

L3.2(3) With adult support and picture cues, shows
understanding of texts read aloud by answering simple
questions, acting out parts, and identifying characters
from literature or important facts from nonfiction texts.
L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table
of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support



2.1 Begin to engage in extended conversations in English
about stories.

L3.2(4) Shows understanding of texts read aloud by
recalling part or most and representing it with play or
media, asking and answering questions, connecting it
with personal experiences, making predictions and
comparing similar texts, discussing parts of a text (table
of contents, index, glossary, characters, etc).
DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

2.2 Retell a story in the home language when read or told
a story in the home language (as reported by parents,
teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance of an
interpreter if necesÂ−sary).

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

2.2 Retell a story using the home language and some
English when read or told a story in English.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

2.2 Retell in English the majority of a story read or told
in English.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;



listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

3.1 Begin to understand that books are read in a
consistent manner (e.g., in English, pages are turned
from right to left and the print is read from top to
botÂ−tom, left to right; this may vary in other
languages).

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud

3.1 Continue to develop an understanding of how to read
a book, sometimes applying knowledge of print
conventions from the home language.

L3.1(3) Shows interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as a book is read;
attempts to retell a story by looking at illustrations;
handles books appropriately; chooses books; identifies
cover of a book; begins to understand story structure
(beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support

3.1 Demonstrate an understanding that print in English is
organized from left to right, top to botÂ−tom, and that
pages are turned from right to left when a book is read.

L3.1(4) Shows increasing interest/motivation in reading
fiction/nonfiction; follows along as book is read; retells
or "reads" a story by reviewing illustrations or from
memory; demonstrates understanding of process of
reading (left to right, front to back, top to bottom);
describes the roles of author and illustrator; understands
story structure (beginning, middle, end).
DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support

4.1 Begin to recognize that symbols in the environment
(classÂ−room, community, or home) carry a
consisÂ−tent meaning in the home language or in
English.

DL1.1(B) Responds to gestures and simple directions in
home and second language; begins to understand simple
words in home and second language; listens with interest
to picture books read aloud
L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)



and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

4.1 Recognize in the environment (classÂ−room,
community, or home) some familiar symbols, words, and
print labels in the home language or in English.

DL1.1(M) Follows simple routine directions in second
language with adult support; listens and participates in
rhyming activities to hear the patterns in language;
understands some common words in simple picture
books read aloud
L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

4.1 Recognize in the environment (classÂ−room,
community, or home) an increasing number of familiar
symbols, words, and print labels in English.

DL1.1(L) Follows one- and two-step oral directions in
second language with adult support; gains meaning and
responds to texts read aloud with adult and context clue
support; gains meaning from conversations with others
L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.
L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

5.1 Interact with mateÂ−rial representing the letters of
the English alphabet.

DL2.1(L) Communicates with others in second language
by expanding sentences using increased vocabulary;
listens and responds to texts read aloud, answering more
complex questions in second language with adult support
L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

5.1 Begin to talk about the letters of the English alphabet
while playing and interacting with them; may
code-switch (use the home lanÂ−guage and English).

L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

5.1 Begin to demonstrate understanding that the letters of
the English alphabet are symbols used to make words.

L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and



sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

5.2 Begin to recognize the first letter in their own name
or the character for their own name in the home language
or English.

L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

5.2 Identify some letters of the alphabet in English.

L3.4(3) Begins to develop alphabetic knowledge (sings
the alphabet song, may identify some letters, especially
those in own name, recognizes and names some letters)
and identifies some environmental print when prompted.

5.2 Identify ten or more letters of the alphabet in English.

L3.4(4) Demonstrates growing alphabetic knowledge
(recites alphabet; names and recognizes most letters and
sounds); shows awareness of the uses and functions of
environmental print, symbols, and other forms of print to
convey meaning; recognizes that different text forms are
used for different purposes.

6.1 Listen attentively and begin to participate in simple
songs, poems, and finger plays that emphasize rhyme in
the home language or in English.

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

6.1 Begin to repeat or recite simple songs, poems, and
finger plays that emphasize rhyme in the home language
or in English.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support
L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).

6.1 Repeat, recite, produce, or initiate simple songs,
poems, and finger plays that emphasize rhyme in
English.

L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using



actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).
L3.3(4) Exhibits age-appropriate phonological awareness
(combines syllables to make a word, combines words to
make compound words, associate sounds with letters and
words, recognizes alliteration and words that rhyme).

6.2 Listen attentively and begin to participate in simple
songs, poems, and finger plays in the home language or
in English.

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

6.2 Begin to recognize words that have a simÂ−ilar onset
(initial sound) in the home language or in English, with
support.

DL2.1(M) Begins to combine words from home and
second languages to communicate needs and wants, and
to participate in two-way conversations; responds to texts
read aloud, songs, and rhymes, repeating simple words
and phrases and answering simple questions as a sign of
comprehension with adult support
L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).

6.2 Recognize and produce words that have a similar
onset (initial sound) in English.

L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,
pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).

6.3 Attend to and manipuÂ−late different sounds or
tones in words in the home language (as reported by
parents, teachers, assistants, or others, with the assistance
of an interpreter if necessary.)

DL2.1(B) Uses gestures, facial expressions, and
single-word utterances to communicate needs and wants
in home language, moving to second language; responds
to rhymes and songs by repeating simple words or
phrases

6.3 Begin to use words in English with phonemes
(individual units of meaningful sound in a word or

L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological awareness
(recognizes and produces rhyming words with support,



syllable) that are different from the home language. pronounces and segments syllables with support using
actions [clapping], repeats alliteration [series of words
beginning with same letter sound in a text] during word
play and recognizes words with common beginning
sound).

6.3 Begin to orally manipulate sounds (onsets, rimes, and
phonemes) in words in English, with support.

L3.3(4) Exhibits age-appropriate phonological awareness
(combines syllables to make a word, combines words to
make compound words, associate sounds with letters and
words, recognizes alliteration and words that rhyme).

4.0 Writing
DL1 Receptive Language (Listening and
Understanding), DL2 Expressive Language (Speaking
Second Language), L4 Writing

1.1 Begin to understand that writing can be used to
communicate.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.1 Begin to understand that what is said in the home
language or in English can be written down and read by
others.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.1 Develop an increasÂ−ing understanding that what is
said in English can be written down and read by others.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.

1.2 Continue to develop writing by using letters or
letter-like marks to represent their ideas in English.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.

1.2 Begin to demonstrate an awareness that written
language can be in the home lanÂ−guage or in English.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,



copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.2 Begin to use marks or symbols to represent spoken
language in the home language or in English.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.3 Write marks to repreÂ−sent their own name in a way
that may resemble how it is written in the home
language.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.3 Attempt to copy their own name in English or in the
writing system of their home language.

L4.1(3) Shows interest in written expression: scribbling
and letter-like forms, drawing shapes or people, retelling
recent events; shows awareness that a word is made up
of letters; demonstrates age-appropriate writing (tracing,
copying letters in own name and numbers, copying
shapes and symbols).

1.3 Write their first name on their own in English nearly
correctly, using letters of the English alphabet to
accurately represent pronunciaÂ−tion in their home
language.

L4.1(4) Engages in written expression; draws people,
responds to texts, describes or dictates experiences and
events; prints some letters in meaningful words with
adult modeling; uses invented spelling; writes most
numerals to 20; copies or writes own name.

MA Mathematics 2: Math
3 to 4 Years
1.0 Number Sense M1 Number Sense, Quantity, and Operations

1.0 Children begin to understand numbers and quantities
in their everyday environment.

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

1.1 Recite numbers in order to ten with increasing
accuracy.

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand



one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

1.2 Begin to recognize and name a few written numerals.

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

1.3 Identify, without counting, the number of objects in a
collection of up to three objects (i.e., subitize).

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

1.4 Count up to five objects, using one-to-one
correspondence (one object for each number word) with
increasing accuracy.

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

1.5 Use the number name of the last object counted to
answer the question, "How many . . . ?"

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

2.0 Children begin to understand number relationships
and operations in their everyday environment.

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).
M1.2(3) Understands adding objects to a group makes it



larger and taking away objects from a group makes it
smaller.

2.1 Compare visually (with or without counting) two
groups of objects that are obviously equal or nonequal
and communicate, "more" or "same."

M1.1(3) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 10 and beyond; identifies some written
numerals in everyday environment; begins to understand
one-to-one correspondence; compares quantities and
identifies more/less; begins to subitize (recognizes
number of objects in a small set without counting - two
blocks); understands ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, etc.).

2.2 Understand that adding to (or taking away) one or
more objects from a group will increase (or decrease) the
number of objects in the group.

M1.2(3) Understands adding objects to a group makes it
larger and taking away objects from a group makes it
smaller.

2.3 Understand that putting two groups of objects
together will make a bigger group.

M1.2(3) Understands adding objects to a group makes it
larger and taking away objects from a group makes it
smaller.

2.4 Solve simple addition and subtracÂ−tion problems
nonverbally (and often verbally) with a very small
number of objects (sums up to 4 or 5).

M1.2(3) Understands adding objects to a group makes it
larger and taking away objects from a group makes it
smaller.
M4.3(3) Uses simple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; experiments with puzzles and blocks to
create solutions; builds simple structures and works
toward simple goals.

2.0 Algebra and Functions (Classification and
Patterning) M4 Patterns, Sorting/Classifying, Reasoning

1.0 Children begin to sort and classify objects in their
everyday environment.

M4.2(3) Shows increasing ability to match/sort/classify
by color, size, shape; classifies by one attribute and
makes comparisons across learning domains.

1.1 Sort and classify objects by one attribute into two or
more groups, with increasing accuracy.

M4.2(3) Shows increasing ability to match/sort/classify
by color, size, shape; classifies by one attribute and
makes comparisons across learning domains.

2.0 Children begin to recognize simple, repeating
patterns.

M4.1(3) Recognizes patterns telling what comes next;
duplicates simple patterns; identifies pattern groups;
seriates a group of like objects (small, medium, large;
light, dark).



2.1 Begin to identify or recognize a simple repeating
pattern.

M4.1(3) Recognizes patterns telling what comes next;
duplicates simple patterns; identifies pattern groups;
seriates a group of like objects (small, medium, large;
light, dark).

2.2 Attempt to create a simple repeating pattern or
participate in making one.

M4.1(3) Recognizes patterns telling what comes next;
duplicates simple patterns; identifies pattern groups;
seriates a group of like objects (small, medium, large;
light, dark).

3.0 Measurement M3 Measurement and Data

1.0 Children begin to compare and order objects.

M3.1(3) Uses words to describe measurable attributes
(quantity, length, weight); observes and explores ways to
use tools to measure objects; identifies/names/uses
standard and non-standard units/tools of measure (paper
clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.) in activities with
adult support across learning domains; arranges objects
according to one measurable attribute.

1.1 Demonstrate awareness that objects can be compared
by length, weight, or capacity, by noting gross
differences, using words such as bigger, longer, heavier,
or taller, or by placing objects side by side to compare
length.

M3.1(3) Uses words to describe measurable attributes
(quantity, length, weight); observes and explores ways to
use tools to measure objects; identifies/names/uses
standard and non-standard units/tools of measure (paper
clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.) in activities with
adult support across learning domains; arranges objects
according to one measurable attribute.

1.2 Order three objects by size.

M3.1(3) Uses words to describe measurable attributes
(quantity, length, weight); observes and explores ways to
use tools to measure objects; identifies/names/uses
standard and non-standard units/tools of measure (paper
clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.) in activities with
adult support across learning domains; arranges objects
according to one measurable attribute.

4.0 Geometry M2 Geometry and Spatial Sense

1.0 Children begin to identify and use common shapes in
their everyday environment.

M2.1(3) Locates and names different sizes and
orientations of shapes in the environment; describes
attributes of shapes; uses 2D and 3D shapes to create
pictures or structures; decomposes shapes.

1.1 Identify simple two-dimensional shapes, such as a
circle and square.

M2.1(3) Locates and names different sizes and
orientations of shapes in the environment; describes
attributes of shapes; uses 2D and 3D shapes to create



pictures or structures; decomposes shapes.
M2.1(4) Names 2D shapes no matter the size or
orientation; describes and compares attributes of 2D and
3D shapes of different sizes and orientations noting
similarities and differences; uses 2D and 3D shapes to
create real-world representations of objects; begins to
understand symmetry; composes and decomposes
shapes; copies/draws simple shapes independently.

1.2 Use individual shapes to represent different elements
of a picture or design.

M2.1(3) Locates and names different sizes and
orientations of shapes in the environment; describes
attributes of shapes; uses 2D and 3D shapes to create
pictures or structures; decomposes shapes.

2.0 Children begin to understand positions in space.

M2.1(3) Locates and names different sizes and
orientations of shapes in the environment; describes
attributes of shapes; uses 2D and 3D shapes to create
pictures or structures; decomposes shapes.
M2.2(3) Uses simple positional words (top/bottom,
up/down, in/out, on/off, etc.) to describe location across
learning domains; uses simple directions to move from
place to place.

2.1 Identify positions of objects and people in space,
such as in/on/under, up/down, and inside/outside.

M2.2(3) Uses simple positional words (top/bottom,
up/down, in/out, on/off, etc.) to describe location across
learning domains; uses simple directions to move from
place to place.

5.0 Mathematical Reasoning M4 Patterns, Sorting/Classifying, Reasoning

1.0 Children use mathematical thinking to solve
problems that arise in their everyday environment.

M4.3(3) Uses simple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; experiments with puzzles and blocks to
create solutions; builds simple structures and works
toward simple goals.

1.1 Begin to apply simple mathematical strategies to
solve problems in their environment.

M4.3(3) Uses simple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; experiments with puzzles and blocks to
create solutions; builds simple structures and works
toward simple goals.

4 to 5 Years
1.0 Number Sense M1 Number Sense, Quantity, and Operations



1.0 Children expand their underÂ−standing of numbers
and quantities in their everyday environment.

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

1.1 Recite numbers in order to twenty with increasing
accuracy.

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

1.2 Recognize and know the name of some written
numerals.

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

1.3 Identify, without counting, the number of objects in a
collection of up to four objects (i.e., subitize).

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

1.4 Count up to ten objects, using one-to-one
correspondence (one object for each number word) with
increasing accuracy.

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

1.5 Understand, when counting, that the number name of
the last object counted represents the total number of
objects in the group (i.e., cardinality).

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a



die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

2.0 Children expand their underÂ−standing of number
relationships and operations in their everyday
environment.

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).
M1.2(4) Understands adding and subtracting from a set;
begins to understand dividing sets into parts up to
fourths.

2.1 Compare, by counting or matching, two groups of up
to five objects and communicate, "more," "same as," or
"fewer" (or "less").

M1.1(4) Grows in rote counting and sequencing of
numbers to 20 and beyond; identifies written numerals to
at least 20; compares quantities in sets and identifies
more/less/equal; subitizes (recognizes small number of
objects in a set without counting - three blocks, dots on a
die); understands and uses ordinal terms (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
etc.).

2.2 Understand that adding one or taking away one
changes the number in a small group of objects by
exactly one.

M1.2(4) Understands adding and subtracting from a set;
begins to understand dividing sets into parts up to
fourths.

2.3 Understand that putting two groups of objects
together will make a bigger group and that a group of
objects can be taken apart into smaller groups.

M1.2(4) Understands adding and subtracting from a set;
begins to understand dividing sets into parts up to
fourths.

2.4 Solve simple addition and subtracÂ−tion problems
with a small number of objects (sums up to 10), usually
by counting.

M1.2(4) Understands adding and subtracting from a set;
begins to understand dividing sets into parts up to
fourths.
M4.3(4) Uses multiple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; begins to use mathematical language to
explain a solution; solves puzzles, uses blocks to build
structures to create solutions; moves through a process to
reach a goal.

2.0 Algebra and Functions (Classification and
Patterning) M4 Patterns, Sorting/Classifying, Reasoning

1.0 Children expand their underÂ−standing of sorting
and classifying objects in their everyday environment.

M4.2(4) Matches/sorts/classifies by color, size, shape,
texture; describes sorting rules; classifies by more than



one attribute into two or more groups across learning
domains.

1.1 Sort and classify objects by one or more attributes,
into two or more groups, with increasing accuracy (e.g.,
may sort first by one attribute and then by another
attribute).

M4.2(4) Matches/sorts/classifies by color, size, shape,
texture; describes sorting rules; classifies by more than
one attribute into two or more groups across learning
domains.

2.0 Children expand their understanding of simple,
repeating patterns.

M4.1(4) Duplicates/extends simple patterns; creates new
patterns; seriates a group of like objects in more than one
way (lighter to darker; smallest to largest, etc.).

2.1 Recognize and duplicate simple repeating patterns.
M4.1(4) Duplicates/extends simple patterns; creates new
patterns; seriates a group of like objects in more than one
way (lighter to darker; smallest to largest, etc.).

2.2 Begin to extend and create simple repeating patterns.
M4.1(4) Duplicates/extends simple patterns; creates new
patterns; seriates a group of like objects in more than one
way (lighter to darker; smallest to largest, etc.).

3.0 Measurement M3 Measurement and Data

1.0 Children expand their underÂ−standing of
comparing, ordering, and measuring objects.

M3.1(4) Uses words to describe and compare
measurable attributes (quantity, length, weight, time,
capacity) between two or more groups across learning
domains; uses standard and non-standard units of
measure (paper clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.)
in activities and discusses findings; arranges objects
according to one or more attributes (longer, shorter,
same); begins to understand time concepts (one minute
vs. ten minutes) and tools (clocks, timers, calendars).

1.1 Compare two objects by length, weight, or capacity
directly (e.g., putting objects side by side) or indirectly
(e.g., using a third object).

M3.1(4) Uses words to describe and compare
measurable attributes (quantity, length, weight, time,
capacity) between two or more groups across learning
domains; uses standard and non-standard units of
measure (paper clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.)
in activities and discusses findings; arranges objects
according to one or more attributes (longer, shorter,
same); begins to understand time concepts (one minute
vs. ten minutes) and tools (clocks, timers, calendars).

1.2 Order four or more objects by size. M3.1(4) Uses words to describe and compare
measurable attributes (quantity, length, weight, time,
capacity) between two or more groups across learning



domains; uses standard and non-standard units of
measure (paper clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.)
in activities and discusses findings; arranges objects
according to one or more attributes (longer, shorter,
same); begins to understand time concepts (one minute
vs. ten minutes) and tools (clocks, timers, calendars).

1.3 Measure length using multiple duplicates of the
same-size concrete units laid end to end.

M3.1(4) Uses words to describe and compare
measurable attributes (quantity, length, weight, time,
capacity) between two or more groups across learning
domains; uses standard and non-standard units of
measure (paper clips, ruler, scale, measuring cups, etc.)
in activities and discusses findings; arranges objects
according to one or more attributes (longer, shorter,
same); begins to understand time concepts (one minute
vs. ten minutes) and tools (clocks, timers, calendars).

4.0 Geometry M2 Geometry and Spatial Sense

1.0 Children identify and use a variety of shapes in their
everyday environment.

M2.1(4) Names 2D shapes no matter the size or
orientation; describes and compares attributes of 2D and
3D shapes of different sizes and orientations noting
similarities and differences; uses 2D and 3D shapes to
create real-world representations of objects; begins to
understand symmetry; composes and decomposes
shapes; copies/draws simple shapes independently.

1.1 Identify, describe, and construct a variÂ−ety of
different shapes, including variaÂ−tions of a circle,
triangle, rectangle, square, and other shapes.

M2.1(4) Names 2D shapes no matter the size or
orientation; describes and compares attributes of 2D and
3D shapes of different sizes and orientations noting
similarities and differences; uses 2D and 3D shapes to
create real-world representations of objects; begins to
understand symmetry; composes and decomposes
shapes; copies/draws simple shapes independently.

1.2 Combine different shapes to create a picture or
design.

M2.1(4) Names 2D shapes no matter the size or
orientation; describes and compares attributes of 2D and
3D shapes of different sizes and orientations noting
similarities and differences; uses 2D and 3D shapes to
create real-world representations of objects; begins to
understand symmetry; composes and decomposes
shapes; copies/draws simple shapes independently.

2.0 Children expand their underÂ−standing of positions
in space.

M2.2(4) Uses positional and relational words
(above/below, front/behind, near/far, beside, next to,
between, etc.) to describe location across learning



domains; uses increasingly complex directions to move
from place to place; begins to distinguish between right
and left.

2.1 Identify positions of objects and people in space,
including in/on/under, up/down, inside/outside,
beside/between, and in front/behind.

M2.2(4) Uses positional and relational words
(above/below, front/behind, near/far, beside, next to,
between, etc.) to describe location across learning
domains; uses increasingly complex directions to move
from place to place; begins to distinguish between right
and left.

5.0 Mathematical Reasoning M4 Patterns, Sorting/Classifying, Reasoning

1.0 Children expand the use of mathematical thinking to
solve problems that arise in their everyday environment.

M4.3(4) Uses multiple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; begins to use mathematical language to
explain a solution; solves puzzles, uses blocks to build
structures to create solutions; moves through a process to
reach a goal.

1.1 Identify and apply a variety of mathÂ−ematical
strategies to solve problems in their environment.

M4.3(4) Uses multiple strategies to solve mathematical
problems and seeks answers to questions in play and
daily activities; begins to use mathematical language to
explain a solution; solves puzzles, uses blocks to build
structures to create solutions; moves through a process to
reach a goal.

VPA Visual and Performing Arts 8: Creative Arts
3 to 4 Years
1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts

1.1 Notice and communicate about objects or forms that
appear in art.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains
CA1.2(3) Shows interest in others' art; may comment on
the works of others with prompting

1.2 Create marks with crayons, paints, and chalk and
then identify them; mold and build with dough and clay
and then identify them.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains

1.3 Enjoy and engage with displays of visual art, inside
or outside the classroom. Begin to express preferences
for some art activities or materials.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains
CA1.2(3) Shows interest in others' art; may comment on
the works of others with prompting



1.4 Choose own art for display in the classroom or for
inclusion in a portfolio or book and briefly explain
choice.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains

2.0 Develop Skills in Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts
2.1 Make straight and curved marks and lines; begin to
draw rough circle shapes.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains

2.2 Begin to create paintings or drawings that suggest
people, animals, and objects.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.3 Make somewhat regular-shaped balls and coils out of
dough or clay.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.4 Begin to use paper and other materials to assemble
simple collages.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains

2.5 Begin to recognize and name materials and tools
used for visual arts.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains

2.6 Demonstrate some motor control when working with
visual arts tools.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains
PD3.3(3) Uses tools requiring small muscle dexterity
(crayons, markers, scissors to cut straight lines, eating
utensils)

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts

3.1 Create art and sometimes name the work.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

3.2 Begin to draw figures or objects.

CA1.1(3) Creates art with different types of materials
and techniques across learning domains
CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences



3.3 Begin to use intensity of marks and color to express a
feeling or mood.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Music CA2 Music

1.1 Sustain attention and begin to reflect verbally about
music; demonstrate familiarity with words that describe
music.

CA2.1(3) Knows and sings songs; uses appropriate tone
in songs requiring loud and soft sounds
CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

1.2 Recognize simple repeating melody and rhythm
patterns.

CA2.1(3) Knows and sings songs; uses appropriate tone
in songs requiring loud and soft sounds
CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

1.3 Identify the sources of a limited variety of musical
sounds.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

1.4 Use body movement freely to respond loosely to
beatâ��loud versus quiet (dynamics)â��and tempo.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

2.0 Develops Skills in Music CA2 Music
2.1 Begin to discriminate between different voices and
certain instrumental and environmental sounds. Follow
words in a song.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

2.2 Explore vocally; sing repetitive patterns and parts of
songs alone and with others.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Music CA2 Music
3.1 Explore vocal and instrumental skills and use
instruments to produce simple rhythms and tones.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

3.2 Move or use body to demonstrate beat and tempo,
often spontaneously.

CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props

3.3 Improvise vocally and instrumentally.

CA2.1(3) Knows and sings songs; uses appropriate tone
in songs requiring loud and soft sounds
CA2.2(3) Explores musical rhythm, patterns, and beat
through movement, musical instruments, and props



1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Drama CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination
1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of simple drama
vocabulary.

CA4.1(3) Participates in creative dramatic play and
make believe across learning domains

1.2 Identify preferences and interests related to
participating in drama.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality

1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of simple plot of a
participatory drama.

CA4.1(3) Participates in creative dramatic play and
make believe across learning domains

2.0 Develop Skills to Create, Invent, and Express
Through Drama CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination

2.1 Demonstrate basic role-play skills with imagination
and creativity.

CA4.1(3) Participates in creative dramatic play and
make believe across learning domains
CA4.2(3) Uses or makes props to represent another
object (pretends a box is a boat); acts out familiar roles
(teachers, doctors)

2.2 Add props and costumes to enhance dramatization of
familiar stories and fantasy play with peers.

CA4.2(3) Uses or makes props to represent another
object (pretends a box is a boat); acts out familiar roles
(teachers, doctors)

1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Dance CA3 Movement and Dance

1.1 Engage in dance movements.
CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

1.2 Begin to understand and use vocabulary related to
dance.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

1.3 Respond to instruction of one skill at a time during
movement, such as a jump or fall.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

1.4 Explore and use different steps and movements to
create or form a dance.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains



2.0 Develop Skills in Dance CA3 Movement and Dance

2.1 Begin to be aware of own body in space.
CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

2.2 Begin to be aware of other people in dance or when
moving in space.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

2.3 Begin to respond to tempo and timing through
movement.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Dance CA3 Movement and Dance

3.1 Begin to act out and dramatize through music and
movement patterns.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

3.2 Invent dance movements.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains
CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

3.3 Improvise simple dances that have a beginning and
an end.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

3.4 Communicate feelings spontaneously through dance
and begin to express simple feelings intentionally
through dance when prompted by adults.

CA3.1(3) Participates in solo or group creative
movement activities and dance; uses creative movement
and dance across learning domains

4 to 5 Years
1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts

1.1 Communicate about elements appearing in art (such
as line, texture, or perspective), and describe how objects
are positioned in the artwork.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences
CA1.2(4) Appreciates artistic creations of others and art
events; shares opinions about likes and dislikes



1.2 Begin to plan art and show increasing care and
persistence in completing it.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

1.3 Enjoy and engage with displays of visual art. May
expand critical assessment of visual art to include
preferences for types of artwork or art activities.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences
CA1.2(4) Appreciates artistic creations of others and art
events; shares opinions about likes and dislikes

1.4 Choose own art for display in the classroom or for
inclusion in a portfolio or book and explain her or his
ideas in some detail.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences
CA1.2(4) Appreciates artistic creations of others and art
events; shares opinions about likes and dislikes

2.0 Develop Skills in Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts

2.1 Draw single circle and add lines to create
representations of people and things.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.2 Begin to create representative paintings or drawings
that approximate or depict people, animals, and objects.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.3 Make more representational forms out of dough or
clay, using tools (for example, a rolling pin or a garlic
press).

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.4 Use paper and other materials to make two- and
three-dimensional assembled works.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

2.5 Recognize and name materials and tools used for
visual arts.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences



2.6 Demonstrate increasing coordination and motor
control when working with visual arts tools.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences
PD3.3(4) Uses tools that require strength and dexterity of
small muscles with moderate control (holds scissors
correctly to cut shapes and curved lines; controls use of
writing, drawing, art tools, and art/craft media; uses
spray bottles, paper punch)

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Visual Art CA1 Visual Arts

3.1 Intentionally create content in a work of art.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

3.2 Draw more detailed figures or objects with more
control of line and shape.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

3.3 Use intensity of marks and color more frequently to
express a feeling or mood.

CA1.1(4) Creates art using various art media,
techniques, colors, textures, and shapes across learning
domains; responds to literature, depicts experiences, or
demonstrates feelings via art experiences

1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Music CA2 Music

1.1 Verbally reflect on music and describe music by
using an expanded vocabulary.

CA2.1(4) Knows and sings more complex songs; uses
singing voice to echo short, melodic patterns and tone;
participates in music across learning domains
CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

1.2 Demonstrate more complex repeating melody and
rhythm patterns.

CA2.1(4) Knows and sings more complex songs; uses
singing voice to echo short, melodic patterns and tone;
participates in music across learning domains
CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

1.3 Identify the sources of a wider variety of music and
music-like sounds.

CA2.1(4) Knows and sings more complex songs; uses
singing voice to echo short, melodic patterns and tone;



participates in music across learning domains
CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

1.4 Use body movement freely and more accurately to
respond to beat, dynamics, and tempo of music.

CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

2.0 Develops Skills in Music CA2 Music
2.1 Become more able to discriminate between different
voices and various instrumental and environmental
sounds. Follow words in a song.

CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

2.2 Extend vocal exploration; sing repetitive patterns and
entire songs alone and with others in wider ranges of
pitch.

CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Music CA2 Music
3.1 Continue to apply vocal and instrumental skills and
use instruments to produce more complex rhythms,
tones, melodies, and songs.

CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

3.2 Move or use body to demonstrate beat, tempo, and
style of music, often intentionally.

CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

3.3 Explore, improvise, and create brief melodies with
voice or instrument.

CA2.1(4) Knows and sings more complex songs; uses
singing voice to echo short, melodic patterns and tone;
participates in music across learning domains
CA2.2(4) Explores, repeats, and creates rhythms,
patterns, and beats with a variety of movements, musical
instruments, and props

1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Drama CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination

1.1 Demonstrate a broader understanding of drama
vocabulary.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality

1.2 Explain preferences and interests related to
participating in drama.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference



between pretend and reality

1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of extended plot and conflict
of a participatory drama.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality

2.0 Develop Skills to Create, Invent, and Express
Through Drama CA4 Dramatic Play and Imagination

2.1 Demonstrate extended role-play skills with increased
imagination and creativity.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality
CA4.2(4) Uses props in increasingly creative ways in
dramatic play (molds playdough to represent a phone)

2.2 Create and use an increasing variety of props,
costumes and scenery to enhance dramatization of
familiar stories and fantasy play with peers.

CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity and imagination in
assuming different roles in play situations across learning
domains; demonstrates understanding of difference
between pretend and reality
CA4.2(4) Uses props in increasingly creative ways in
dramatic play (molds playdough to represent a phone)

1.0 Notice, Respond, and Engage- Dance CA3 Movement and Dance

1.1 Further engage and participate in dance movements.
CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

1.2 Connect dance terminology with demonstrated steps.
CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

1.3 Respond to instruction of more than one skill at a
time in movement, such as turning, leaping, and turning
again. Often initiate a sequence of skills.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

1.4 Use understanding of different steps and movements
to create or form a dance.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

2.0 Develop Skills in Dance CA3 Movement and Dance
2.1 Continue to develop awareness of body in space. CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and

interpretations; participates in and uses creative



movement and dance across learning domains

2.2 Show advanced awareness and coordination of
movement with other people in dance or when moving in
space.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

2.3 Demonstrate some advanced skills in responding to
tempo and timing through movement.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

3.0 Create, Invent, and Express Through Dance CA3 Movement and Dance

3.1 Extend understanding and skills for acting out and
dramatizing through music and movement patterns.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

3.2 Invent and recreate dance movements.
CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

3.3 Improvise more complex dances that have a
beginning, middle, and an end.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

3.4 Communicate and express feelings intentionally
through dance.

CA3.1(4) Designs original movements and
interpretations; participates in and uses creative
movement and dance across learning domains

PD Physical Development 7: Physical Development and Health
3 to 4 Years

1.0 Balance PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

1.1 Maintain balance while holding still; sometimes may
need assistance.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

1.2 Maintain balance while in motion when moving from
one position to another or when changing directions,
though balance may not be completely stable.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)



2.0 Locomotor Skills PD2 Gross Motor Development

2.1 Walk with balance, not always stable, oppositional
arm movements still developing, and relatively wide
base of support (space between feet).

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

2.2 Run with short stride length and feet off the ground
for a short period of time. May show inconsistent
opposition of arms and legs.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

2.3 Jump for height (up or down) and for distance with
beginning competence.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

2.4 Begin to demonstrate a variety of locomotor skills,
such as galloping, sliding, hopping, and leaping.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

3.0 Manipulative Skills PD2 Gross Motor Development, PD3 Fine Motor
Development

3.1 Begin to show gross motor manipulative skills by
using arms, hands, and feet, such as rolling a ball
underhand, tossing underhand, bouncing, catching,
striking, throwing overhand, and kicking.

PD2.2(3) Coordinates body movements with increasing
skill (throws overhand at target, crosses the midline,
kicks a ball at a target, uses

3.2 Begin to show fine motor manipulative skills using
hands and arms such as in-hand manipulation, writing,
cutting, and dressing.

PD3.1(3) Refines wrist and finger movements for more
control (pours without spilling from small container,
successful with some fasteners on clothing, folds paper,
manipulates playdough and clay)
PD3.3(3) Uses tools requiring small muscle dexterity
(crayons, markers, scissors to cut straight lines, eating
utensils)

1.0 Body Awareness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development



1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the names of body parts.

SE1.1(3) Describes self by things they can do and things
they have; begins to understand being a part of their
family or a classroom; knows and can say first and last
name

2.0 Spatial Awareness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

2.1 Use own body as reference point when locating or
relating to other people or objects in space.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

3.0 Directional Awareness
M2 Geometry and Spatial Sense, PD1 Physical
Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor Development, PD3
Fine Motor Development

3.1 Distinguish movements that are up and down and to
the side of the body (for example, understands "use that
side, now the other side").

M2.2(3) Uses simple positional words (top/bottom,
up/down, in/out, on/off, etc.) to describe location across
learning domains; uses simple directions to move from
place to place.
PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

3.2 Move forward and backward or up and down easily.

PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

3.3 Can place an object on top of or under something
with some accuracy.

M2.2(3) Uses simple positional words (top/bottom,
up/down, in/out, on/off, etc.) to describe location across
learning domains; uses simple directions to move from
place to place.

3.4 Use any two body parts together.

PD2.2(3) Coordinates body movements with increasing
skill (throws overhand at target, crosses the midline,
kicks a ball at a target, uses
PD3.1(3) Refines wrist and finger movements for more
control (pours without spilling from small container,
successful with some fasteners on clothing, folds paper,
manipulates playdough and clay)



1.0 Active Participation PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

1.1 Initiate or engage in simple physical activities for a
short to moderate period of time.

PD1.1(3) Chooses to participate in active play and
exercise for extended periods of time; develops strength,
flexibility, and stamina; plays familiar games

2.0 Cardiovascular Endurance PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

2.1 Engage in frequent bursts of active play that involves
the heart, the lungs, and the vascular system.

PD1.1(3) Chooses to participate in active play and
exercise for extended periods of time; develops strength,
flexibility, and stamina; plays familiar games

3.0 Muscular Strength, Muscular Endurance, and
Flexibility

PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development, PD3 Fine Motor Development

3.1 Engage in active play activities that enhance leg and
arm strength, muscular endurance, and flexibility.

PD1.1(3) Chooses to participate in active play and
exercise for extended periods of time; develops strength,
flexibility, and stamina; plays familiar games
PD2.1(3) Moves body to travel/play games (runs well,
jumps on two feet; gallops); refines flexibility and
balance (stands on one foot for up to 3 seconds, performs
stretching exercises, walks on uneven surfaces; walks
backward, walks in straight line)

4 to 5 Years

1.0 Balance PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

1.1 Show increasing balance and control when holding
still.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

1.2 Show increasing balance control while moving in
different directions and when transitioning from one
movement or position to another.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

2.0 Locomotor Skills PD2 Gross Motor Development



2.1 Walk with balance, oppositional arm movements,
and relatively narrow base of support (space between
feet).

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

2.2 Run with a longer stride length and each foot off the
ground for a greater length of time. Opposition of arms
and legs is more consistent.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

2.3 Jump for height (up or down) and for distance with
increasing competence. Uses arm swing to aid forward
jump.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

2.4 Demonstrate increasing ability and body coordination
in a variety of locomotor skills, such as galloping,
sliding, hopping, and leaping.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

3.0 Manipulative Skills PD2 Gross Motor Development, PD3 Fine Motor
Development

3.1 Show gross motor manipulative skills by using arms,
hands, and feet with increased coordination, such as
rolling a ball underhand, tossing underhand, bouncing,
catching, striking, throwing overhand, and kicking.

PD2.2(4) Coordinates body movements to accomplish a
goal (bounces/passes a ball, throws and catches, crosses
the midline, kicks a ball to play a game, manipulates
riding toys, rides tricycles/bicycles)

3.2 Show increasing fine motor manipulative skills using
hands and arms such as in-hand manipulation, writing,
cutting, and dressing.

PD3.1(4) Uses small, precise hand movements to
complete tasks (fastens clothing, folds paper with
accuracy and symmetry; begins attempting to tie shoes,
uses a dominant hand)
PD3.3(4) Uses tools that require strength and dexterity of
small muscles with moderate control (holds scissors



correctly to cut shapes and curved lines; controls use of
writing, drawing, art tools, and art/craft media; uses
spray bottles, paper punch)

1.0 Body Awareness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of an increasing number of
body parts.

SE1.1(4) Recognizes similarities and differences
between self and others; (gender, cultural identity, self
and family characteristics); develops positive self-image;
knows and can say first, middle, and last name

2.0 Spatial Awareness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

2.1 Use own body, general space, and other people's
space when locating or relating to other people or objects
in space.

PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

3.0 Directional Awareness
M2 Geometry and Spatial Sense, PD1 Physical
Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor Development, PD3
Fine Motor Development

3.1 Begin to understand and distinguish between the
sides of the body.

M2.2(4) Uses positional and relational words
(above/below, front/behind, near/far, beside, next to,
between, etc.) to describe location across learning
domains; uses increasingly complex directions to move
from place to place; begins to distinguish between right
and left.
PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:
(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

3.2 Can change directions quickly and accurately. M2.2(4) Uses positional and relational words
(above/below, front/behind, near/far, beside, next to,
between, etc.) to describe location across learning
domains; uses increasingly complex directions to move
from place to place; begins to distinguish between right
and left.
PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:



(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

3.3 Can place an object or own body in front of, to the
side, or behind something else with greater accuracy.

M2.2(4) Uses positional and relational words
(above/below, front/behind, near/far, beside, next to,
between, etc.) to describe location across learning
domains; uses increasingly complex directions to move
from place to place; begins to distinguish between right
and left.

3.4 Demonstrate more precision and efficiency during
two-handed fine motor activities.

PD3.1(4) Uses small, precise hand movements to
complete tasks (fastens clothing, folds paper with
accuracy and symmetry; begins attempting to tie shoes,
uses a dominant hand)
PD3.2(4) Demonstrates more precise hand-eye
coordination (uses connecting blocks, small pop beads,
Lego bricks, forms playdough into more recognizable
shapes, builds more intricate block structures, weaves)

1.0 Active Participation PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

1.1 Initiate more complex physical activities for a
sustained period of time.

PD1.1(4) Chooses to participate in moderate to vigorous
physical activities and exercise for extended time;
continues to develop strength, flexibility, and stamina
while playing on equipment and creating new games

2.0 Cardiovascular Endurance PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development

2.1 Engage in sustained active play of increasing
intensity that involves the heart, the lungs, and the
vascular system.

PD1.1(4) Chooses to participate in moderate to vigorous
physical activities and exercise for extended time;
continues to develop strength, flexibility, and stamina
while playing on equipment and creating new games

3.0 Muscular Strength, Muscular Endurance, and
Flexibility

PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD2 Gross Motor
Development, PD3 Fine Motor Development

3.1 Engage in increasing amounts of active play
activities that enhance leg and arm strength, muscular
endurance, and flexibility.

PD1.1(4) Chooses to participate in moderate to vigorous
physical activities and exercise for extended time;
continues to develop strength, flexibility, and stamina
while playing on equipment and creating new games
PD2.1(4) Refines mobility and moves with a purpose:



(walks backward, runs smoothly, jumps with two feet,
hops on one foot, gallops, skips); demonstrates
flexibility, strength, and balance through play (stretches
limbs, walks on straight line/balance board, walks
heel-to-toe, stands on one foot for three seconds and
longer)

HE Health 7: Physical Development and Health
3 to 4 Years
1.0 Basic Hygiene PD4 Safety Awareness and Self-Care

1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of some steps in the
handwashing routine.

PD4.2(3) Develops independence in daily routines
(dresses and undresses with assistance with fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face with
reminders, washes hands and face and brushes teeth with
assistance, cares for toileting needs with assistance)

1.2 Practice health habits that prevent infectious diseases
and infestations (such as lice) when appropriate, with
adult support, instruction, and modeling.

PD4.2(3) Develops independence in daily routines
(dresses and undresses with assistance with fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face with
reminders, washes hands and face and brushes teeth with
assistance, cares for toileting needs with assistance)

2.0 Oral Health PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of some steps of the routine
for brushing teeth, with adult supervision and instruction.

PD4.2(3) Develops independence in daily routines
(dresses and undresses with assistance with fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face with
reminders, washes hands and face and brushes teeth with
assistance, cares for toileting needs with assistance)

3.0 Knowledge of Wellness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

3.1 Identify a few internal body parts (most commonly
the bones, brain, and heart) but may not understand their
basic function.

PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)
SC3.1(3) Identifies and compares attributes and
properties of living vs. non-living things; recognizes
changes in living things over lifespans; distinguishes
between adults and offspring; understands needs of
living things in order to live (water, food, sunlight,
shelter).



3.2 Begin to understand that healthcare providers try to
keep people well and help them when they are not well.

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules
PD4.2(3) Develops independence in daily routines
(dresses and undresses with assistance with fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face with
reminders, washes hands and face and brushes teeth with
assistance, cares for toileting needs with assistance)

3.3 Communicate to an adult about not feeling well,
feeling uncomfortable, or about a special health need,
with varying specificity and reliability.

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules
PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)

4.0 Sun Safety PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

4.1 Begin to practice sun-safe actions, with adult support
and guidance.

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules
PD4.2(3) Develops independence in daily routines
(dresses and undresses with assistance with fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face with
reminders, washes hands and face and brushes teeth with
assistance, cares for toileting needs with assistance)

1.0 Injury Prevention PD4 Safety Awareness and Self-Care

1.1 Follow safety rules with adult support and
prompting.

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules

1.2 Begin to show ability to follow emergency routines
after instruction and practice (for example, a fire drill or
earthquake drill).

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules

1.3 Show beginning ability to follow transportation and
pedestrian safety rules with adult instruction and
supervision.

PD4.1(3) Recognizes and avoids potentially harmful
items and situations with guidance; begins to follow
basic safety and health rules

1.0 Nutrition Knowledge PD1 Physical Health, Growth
1.1 Identify different kinds of foods.



PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)

2.0 Nutrition Choices PD1 Physical Health, Growth

2.1 Demonstrate a beginning understanding that eating a
variety of food helps the body grow and be healthy, and
choose from a variety of foods at mealtimes.

PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)

2.2 Indicate food preferences that reflect familial and
cultural practices.

SS3.1(3) Shows awareness of and appreciation for
family and cultural stories, music, and rhymes; identifies
cultural characteristics of self, family, and community
PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)

3.0 Self-Regulation of Eating PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

3.1 Indicate awareness of own hunger and fullness.

PD1.2(3) Begins to identify healthy and unhealthy foods;
tries new foods, expressing preferences for some foods
over others; explains that some foods help our bodies
grow and remain healthy; begins to help with food
preparation (mixing, etc.)

4 to 5 Years
1.0 Basic Hygiene PD4 Safety Awareness and Self-Care

1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of more steps in the
handwashing routine.

PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent self-care in daily routines
(dresses and undresses except some difficult fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face appropriately,
washes hands and face, brushes teeth, cares for toileting
needs, etc.)

1.2 Begin to independently practice health habits that
prevent infectious disease and infestations (such as lice)
when appropriate, with less adult support, instruction,
and modeling.

PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent self-care in daily routines
(dresses and undresses except some difficult fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face appropriately,
washes hands and face, brushes teeth, cares for toileting
needs, etc.)



2.0 Oral Health PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of more steps of the routine
for brushing and when toothbrushing should be done,
with less adult supervision.

PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent self-care in daily routines
(dresses and undresses except some difficult fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face appropriately,
washes hands and face, brushes teeth, cares for toileting
needs, etc.)

3.0 Knowledge of Wellness PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

3.1 Identify several different internal body parts and
demonstrate a basic, limited knowledge of some
functions.

PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of
food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)
SC3.1(4) Groups and classifies living things by features;
investigates and compares living vs. non-living things;
shows understanding and describes life cycles; knows
and explains basic needs of living things (food chains,
energy from sun, habitats).

3.2 Demonstrate greater understanding that health-care
providers try to keep people well and help them when
they are not well.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;
identifies and follows basic safety and health rules
PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent self-care in daily routines
(dresses and undresses except some difficult fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face appropriately,
washes hands and face, brushes teeth, cares for toileting
needs, etc.)

3.3 Communicate to an adult about not feeling well,
feeling uncomfortable, or about a special health need,
with more specificity and reliability.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;
identifies and follows basic safety and health rules
PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of
food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)

4.0 Sun Safety PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

4.1 Practice sun-safe actions with decreasing adult
support and guidance.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;



identifies and follows basic safety and health rules
PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent self-care in daily routines
(dresses and undresses except some difficult fasteners,
uses tissues for nose and napkins for face appropriately,
washes hands and face, brushes teeth, cares for toileting
needs, etc.)

1.0 Injury Prevention PD4 Safety Awareness and Self-Care

1.1 Follow safety rules more independently though may
still need adult support and prompting.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;
identifies and follows basic safety and health rules

1.2 Demonstrate increased ability to follow emergency
routines after instruction and practice.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;
identifies and follows basic safety and health rules

1.3 Show increased ability to follow transportation and
pedestrian safety rules with adult support and
supervision.

PD4.1(4) Identifies and alerts others to potentially
harmful items, behaviors, situations with guidance;
identifies and follows basic safety and health rules

1.0 Nutrition Knowledge PD1 Physical Health, Growth

1.1 Identify a larger variety of foods and may know some
of the related food groups.

PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of
food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)

2.0 Nutrition Choices PD1 Physical Health, Growth

2.1 Demonstrate greater understanding that eating a
variety of food helps the body grow and be healthy, and
choose from a greater variety of foods at mealtimes.

PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of
food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)

2.2 Indicate food preferences based on familial and
cultural practices and on some knowledge of healthy
choices.

SS3.1(4) Shows awareness of diverse backgrounds
among the cultural characteristics of people, families,
and communities; demonstrates an appreciation for arts,
music, and world culture
PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of



food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)

3.0 Self-Regulation of Eating PD1 Physical Health, Growth, PD4 Safety Awareness
and Self-Care

3.1 Indicate greater awareness of own hunger and
fullness.

PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge about healthy eating and
good nutrition; expresses some benefits of a healthy diet;
tries new foods; shows willingness to eat a well-balanced
diet; interested in various tastes, colors, and textures of
food; helps with food preparation (mixing, measuring,
etc.)

Source:

California Preschool Learning Foundations Volumes 1 and 2 (2008) California Department of Education.
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